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INTRODUCTION 
A common problem in ultrasonic nondestructive evaluation is the limitation imposed 
by the oscillatory nature of the ultrasonic pulse. Echoes from c10sely spaced reflectors often 
overlap and interfere, obscuring the true nature of the defect or layered system. Many 
deconvolution methods have been developed to remove the oscillatory response of the 
transducer from the received ultrasonic echo thereby improving the temporal resolution. 
While these methods have worked weIl on simulated signals, the results on real data have 
generally been much poorer [1-7]. Ultrasonic pulse shape variations, nonlinear effects or the 
breakdown of other model assumptions aIl contribute to this lower performance on real 
signals. An additional problem which has undergone little investigation is temporalleakage; it 
is very common and produces inaccuracy in the position and amplitude of deconvolved 
features. An understanding of its nature may help to improve resolution when deconvolving 
real signals 
A common way to evaluate a deconvolution algorithm is to generate a digital spike 
series, convolve it with a synthetic or digitized waveform, add a variable amount of noise and 
then perform the deconvolution. The result should (and often does) resemble the original 
spike series. But this is really an unfair test - natures interfaces will rarely if ever lie on the 
digitizing grid that we impose. What will happen if, for instance, the true location of a 
reflecting interface (and the spike in the system response which represents it) is midway 
between digitizing points? At ftrst glance it might appear that the effect will be trivial, but this 
is not always the case. Figure I shows the result of a perfect noise-free deconvolution which 
would normally produce a single spike except that in this case the true spike lies midway 
between digitizing points. The energy has "leaked out" in an oscillatory fashion over many 
digitizing intervals. We have termed this effect "temporalleakage" because it is analogous in 
nature to spectralleakage which arises in the estimation of frequency spectra. To leam how to 
minimize the effects of temporalleakage it is useful to develop a theoretical understanding of 
its origin. 
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Fig. I 
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Perfectly deconvolved response of a noise-free ultrasonic wavelet reflected 
from an interface located between digitizing intervals. 
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
The sampling theorem states that a continuous bandlimited function g(t) may be 
completely determined by its sampies gk 
() L sin 1t(2fct-k) () t - () 
b - bk 1t(2fct-k) 
-~ 
(1) 
Note however that equation (1) indicates that the sampie values gk are merely the 
amplitudes o[ shifted sinc (sinx!x) functions, not the amplitudes of delta functions [9]. 
Fortunately these sinc functions lie on the digitizing grid in such a way that the only nonzero 
value is the central maximum value (see figure 2, solid circles). 
The result is that these oscillatory functions look like delta functions on our sampling 
grid. While this may be misleading it is inconsequential so long as everything occurs 
precisely on the digitizing grid. If however adelta function in the system response lies 
midway between two sam pie points, the oscillatory nature of the sinc function will become 
apparent as every digitizing point now takes on a nonzero value (see figure 1, open circles). 
Fig. 2 With deconvolved synthetic data the san1pling grid will generally coincide with 
the zeros of the sinc function (solid circles). When the digitizing grid does not 
coincide with the true response all the values will be nonzero (open circles). 
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A related but conceptually different way of looking at the process is to regard the 
effects of discontinuities in the complex values of the Fourier transform of the signal. To 
properly sampie a continuous signal the bandwidth must be limited. Truncating the spectrum 
will in general result in a noncontinuous phase at the spectral extremes. The temporal effect 
of this frequency domain windowing is temporalleakage as the sinc function zeros are shifted 
off of digitizing points. In this sense the effect is completely analogous to the problem of 
spectralleakage in the field of spectral estimation - once a continuous time signal has been 
digitized, the spectrum allows only discrete frequencies to be represented, any others leak out 
over all frequencies[8]. Given that it is apparent that this problem is fundamental to sampled 
data, how do various deconvolution methods fare in the face of temporalleakage? 
DECONVOLUTION METHODS AND TEMPORAL LEAKAGE 
To evaluate temporalleakage a variety of signals were generated whose impulse 
responses contained spikes at positions between digitizing points. To achieve this an analytic 
description of a modified Ricker wavelet was used. The digitized values of the Ricker 
wavelet could thus be calculated for any apparent shift between two digitizing points. 
Reflection series were generated by a summation of shifted Ricker wavelets. Figure 3 shows 
Ricker wavelets located at 5 positions between digitizing points. The signals have all been 
sampled above the Nyquist rate and have the same magnitude spectrum. Nonetheless they 
vary in temporal appearance. Using this analytic Ricker approach it is possible to generate 
echoes corresponding to reflectors at any position between digitizing points. 
While it may be clear that a simple spectral division method will result in temporal 
leakage the extent to which leakage occurs when using other deconvolution methods is not so 
obvious. A variety of time and frequency domain deconvolution methods were examined to 
gauge their sensitivity to this problem. The frequency domain techniques used were the 
simple spectral division which is 01' use only in studying synthetic noise free data (and is thus 
termed "naive" deconvolution) and Wiener deconvolution (Wiener filtered spectral division). 
The time domain techniques included the full LI and L2 norm deconvolutions and the one-at-
a-time approach using minimum LI and L2 norms. To begin with it is worth noting that each 
of these methods has a free parameter which must be chosen based upon some apriori 
expectation of the signal noise or the number of significant features in the signal. Pushing 
this parameter towards the limiting case of complete confidence in the measured data (Le. no 
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Fig.3 Five representations of the same Ricker wavelet digitized with sub-sample 
shifts. For display purposes each is vertically offset from the others. 
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noise) results in a deconvolved solution which approaches the naive deconvolution case (i.e. 
pure sinc function leakage). From this it is clear that these methods will all suffer from 
temporalleakage to some degree; to what extent a judicious choice of the free parameter can 
minimize this remains to be shown. 
In the case of the one-at-a-time spike extraction methods one chooses the number of 
spikes desired in the impulse response[6]. If many spikes are determined they will sketch out 
a sinc function. If two spikes are selected (as in figure 4b) they will be the two largest values 
on either side of the sinc function maximum. The full LI-norm deconvolution gives similar 
results; again the free parameter determines how much of the sinc function is shown (figure 
4a). The Wiener deconvolution approach provides for a smoother transition of the phase at 
the spectral extremes and thus trades off resolution in time with temporalleakage (figure 4c). 
The time domain fuH L2-norm deconvolution achieves results very similar to the Wiener 
deconvolution (figure 4d). 
The result appears to be that temporalleakage will occur regardless of the 
deconvolution method. This is not surprising given that the true result which we are 
attempting 10 deconvolve (according to the sampling theorem) is not a time localized spike or 
delta function, but a broadly spread sinc function. Only through changing the problem 
through windowing or the explicit requirement of single spikes can one achieve a time 
localized impulse response and this may not resemble the true response. Not only is time 
resolution degraded, but amplitude measurements may be incorrect by alm ost 40% when the 
peak of the sinc function lies halfway between digitizing points. A method to eliminate this 
effect would certainly be useful. 
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Fig. 4 Result of deconvolution of a Ricker wavelet located midway between 
digitizing points with a reference Ricker wavelet located on the digitizing 
grid using: a) fuH LI-norm deconvolution; b) one-at-a-time spike extraction 
(2 spikes extracted); c) Wiener filtered spectral division; d) fuH L2-norm 
deconvolution. 
TEMPORAL LEAKAGE REDUCTION 
Since we may regard discontinuities in the complex spectral extremes to be the source 
of temporalleakage, reducing the phase discontinuity would appear to be a reasonable 
approach towards reducing the effects of temporalleakage. The Wiener deconvolution does 
this to a certain extent but at the same time changes the spectral magnitudes. A beuer 
approach is to add a phase ramp to the deconvolved signal phase such that the phases of the 
spectral extremes become continuous. The effect 01' this phase ramp is merely a shift of the 
signal in time by a fraction of a digitizing interval. Thus it is possible to shift the sinc function 
maximum onto a digitizing point and eliminate the temporalleakage. To determine the 
appropriate shift it is necessary to apply a varying slope ramp until the deconvolved peak 
maximizes at which point the zeros of the sinc function alllie on the digitization grid and 
leakage is minimized (see figure 5). 
This will work weIl for a single spike located between digitizing points, but when 
there are two or more spikes, difficulties arise. Since no two spikes are likely to need the 
same shift, different phase ramps will be required for each deconvolved spike. Furthermore 
the phase ramp which brings one spike onto a digitizing point may increase the temporal 
leakage of other spikes causing increased interference with the resolved spike. Thus for more 
than one spike, different shifts will be required for each and temporalleakage from nearby 
spikes may continue to be a problem. 
Figure 6 shows an example of the naive deconvolution of three spikes located between 
digitizing points. The first is positioned midway between two digitizing points, the second 
and third are at irrational fraction (1t/20 and e/4) shifts. Significant leakage is apparent for 
each. 
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Temporalleakage reduction through the addition of a phase ramp. As the 
slope of the phase ramp is increased the sinc function is shifted onto the 
digitization grid until only a single value is nonzero. 
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Fig. 6 ResuIt of the spectral division deconvolution of three Ricker wavelets 
located off the digitization grid (at respective shifts of 0.5, 1t/20, and e/4). 
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Figure 7 shows the deconvolved result with the addition of an increasing phase ramp 
shifting the series through 31 fractions of a digitizing interval. It is apparent that each spike 
maximizes at a different phase shift. Figure 8 shows the deconvolved result with the 
optimum shifts for each of the three spikes. It is clear that each in turn has had the associated 
temporalleakage substantially reduced. Furthermore, not only has the leakage been reduced, 
but the locations of the spikes have been resolved to a fraction of a digitizing interval. This 
prospect for "super resolution" is explored further in the next section. 
Fig. 7 Deconvolved result with the addition of an increasing phase ramp shifting 
the series through 31 fractions 01' a digitizing interval. Each spike maximizes 
at a different phase shift with reduced temporalleakage. 
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Fig.8 Deconvolved result with the optimum shifts for each of the three spikes (at 
respective shifts of 0.5161,0.1613, and 0.6774). 
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TEMPORAL SUPER RESOLUTION 
Using aphase ramp to minimize temporalleakage has demonstrated the ability to 
resolve spike positions within a digitizing interval. This could be done to arbitrary accuracy 
except for the fact that the temporalleakage of other spikes can not be simultaneously 
reduced. Thus it will only be highly accurate for single spike systems. 
The simplest approach to achieving better resolution is to oversample or to interpolate 
the signal and then carry out the deconvolution. For the full Li norm deconvolution and the 
one-at-a-time methods the largest temporal error will be one half a digitizing interval, thus 
interpolating the signal before deconvolving will decrease the time over which temporal 
leakage is a significant problem. The cost however is greatly increased computation time, 
typically of order N3 with little guarantee of improved amplitude accuracy. A more 
economical approach is possible in the time domain deconvolution formulations: only those 
intervals between digitizing points which contain spikes need be interpolated. Adding n extra 
columns to the deconvolution tableau will increase the resolution within that interval by n at 
little additional computational cost. Figure 9b shows the result of a 16 point interpolation 
within the three intervals determined to have spikes - the increased temporal resolution is 
obvious, as is the generally improved amplitude resolution. 
A further enhancement is possible: only a single extra interpolation point is required 
for each deconvolved spike. Estimation of this interpolation point position may be done 
iteratively or by evaluation of the relative amplitude of adjacent spikes. The deconvolution 
then produces spikes that are highly resolved in time and very accurate in amplitude. 
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Fig. 9 a) Result of the LI-norm deconvolution of three Ricker wavelets located off 
the digitzation grid (at respectivc shifts of 0.5, 1t120, and e/4). b) Li-norm 
deconvolution performed with selected intervall6 point interpolation within 
three intervals. c) LI-norm deconvolution performed with variable position 
single point interpolation. 
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Figure 9c shows the result of the interpolation at one sixty-fourth of a digitization interval 
using only three extra points. To achieve this resolution using conventional interpolation 
would have required an increase in computation of five orders of magnitude. 
DISCUSSION 
The intention of this study was to gain an understanding of the potential effects of 
temporalleakage on deconvolved signals. Noise-free data was used in this study; while this 
is generally not advisable when dealing with deconvolution, it allowed the effects of temporal 
leakage to be studied in isolation. Thus what has been presented is a limiting case which will 
be further degraded with the addition of noise. 
It has been shown that attempts at ace urate temporal resolution of digitized signals will 
encounter temporalleakage. The problem becomes particularly acute when the features of 
interest in the time series are highly localized spikes as is the case for ultrasonic echoes from 
layers and so me types of defects. This effect is not specific to any particular deconvolution 
scheme, rather it is a natural consequence of digitizing a continuous signal. The sampling 
theorem alludes to the nature of the problem - that the underlying functions of a digitized 
signal are oscillatory sinc functions - but as long as these functions lie properly on the 
digitizing grid only spikes are seen. The true oscillatory nature is revealed when the digitizing 
grid does not cxactly coincide with the features in an ultrasonie signal. The energy then leaks 
out in time reducing the temporal resolvability interfering with other echoes, and decreasing 
the peak signal amplitude by almost forty percent. 
By regarding the leakage problem as a consequence of complex spectral 
discontinuities it has been shown that modifying the phase of a deconvolved signal can reduce 
the leakage by temporally shifting aspike onto a digitizing point. However, for multiple 
spikes an interpolation technique must be used to reduce leakage from each spike 
simultaneously. Two methods for interpolation between points have been described with a 
small increase in computation. It has also been shown that these methods for reducing 
temporalleakage providc sub-sam pie temporal resolution. 
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